DSS Mission and Scope

DSS supports national security and the warfighter, secures the nation’s technological base, and oversees the protection of U.S. and foreign classified information in the hands of industry.
CI Mission and Scope

DSS CI identifies unlawful penetrators of cleared U.S. defense industry and articulates the threat for industry and U.S. Government leaders.

Scope

• DoD and 25 other government agencies
• 10,000+ firms; 13,000+ facilities; 1.2 million people
  – One Field CI Specialist supports ~260 facilities
  – 10.5% of facilities report

DoD Counterintelligence Production Types

• Assessments
• Analysis Report
• Threat Advisories
• Current Intelligence Reports
• Name/Company Traces
• Intelligence Information Report
DoD Counterintelligence Production

- DSS Applies the Intelligence Community Analytic Standards
- Analytic Product Requirements

Strategic Product Lines

- Targeting U.S. Technologies: A Trend Analysis of Reporting from Defense Industry
- Quarterly Trend Analysis

Strategic Product Lines

- Company CI Threat Assessment (Gray Torch)
  - Company Snapshot
- Program Assessment (Bronze Dragon)
- Crimson Shield
- Scarlet Sentinel
- Counterespionage Branch Analysis Report
Operational Support Product Lines

- Special Product/Analyst Initiative
- Cyber Activity Bulletin
- Threat Advisory
- Case Study

Operational Support Product Lines

- Analytical Response to Suspicious Contact Report
- Intelligence Information Report
- Referral Package
- Action Package

Briefings

- Targeting U.S. Technologies
- Travel Briefings
- Ad Hoc Threat Briefings
- Insider Threat
- Cyber Threat
- CI Awareness
- Social Networking
DSS Outreach and Training

- Tri-Folds
  - Counterintelligence Awareness
  - Counterintelligence Integration
  - Cyber Security
  - Elicitation & Recruitment
  - Foreign Travel Vulnerability
  - Insider Threats
  - Preparing for Foreign Visitors

DSS Outreach and Training

- Promotional Fliers
- Web-based Training
  - Thwarting the Enemy
  - Integrating CI Into Your Security Program
  - CyberSecurity Awareness
  - CI Awareness & Reporting
  - Recognizing Suspicious Emails
  - CI Concerns for Adjudicators

Dissemination

- Classified Products
  - Targeting U.S. Technology Reports
  - Crimson Shield; CEBAR; Threat Advisories
  - Intelligence Information Reports
  - Gray Torch, Bronze Dragon
- Unclassified Intelligence Products
- Briefings
- Outreach Products

DSS Counterintelligence Directorate does not disseminate via mass audience emails with PDF attachments.

http://www.dss.mil/
### Conclusion
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### Contacts and Resources Slide
- DSS CI Products: [http://www.dss.mil/](http://www.dss.mil/)
- The CDSE course catalog can be found at [http://www.cdse.edu/index.html](http://www.cdse.edu/index.html)
- Most CDSE WBT courses are available through STEPP at: [http://www.cdse.edu/stepp/index.html](http://www.cdse.edu/stepp/index.html)
- Thwarting the Enemy: Providing Counterintelligence and Threat Awareness to the Defense Industrial Base is found at: [http://cdsetrain.dtic.mil/thwarting](http://cdsetrain.dtic.mil/thwarting)